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I have to make website in wix and video practically in this time. I learned many different things in
Task 3&4. I developed writing documents ability as being director in Task 1&2 in spite of virtual. I
think that it is make my video and apply processes in Task 3&4. Moreover, I should have a
presentation, a video, website and even reports I made.

Don’t give up
If I am not myself well done, that is Don’t give up. Participating friends in WKC program including me
should make virtual reports, a video, website and have a presentation. But, some people will give up.
When I see them, I am very well what I don’t give up. All is good I can’t speak. But I don’t give up in
the end.
Try to learn what I’m not good at
I learn making a video that it is another my good thing. I don’t handle After Effect skillfully. But I
should utilize that to make a video. So, I try to handle that software. I follow to showing tutorial video
like Youtube although I am not good at using software. I apply and learned my effects to show my
concept, Gorgeous atmosphere correctly.

My bad things are using camera. I am not good at using camera. I have never learned camera.
Therefore, I don’t know how I use though I have a camera. So, it is many noises in pictures and
videos. That is sad. That is better provided day. But my concept is night so, harder and I must act in
night. Basic my shooting time is after 7:00p.m. Therefore, I am tired and don’t feel going outside. But
I successfully finish now.

I learned and felt many things as above in WKC program. Surely, I am very hard and difficult but I
develop myself. Who give me opportunity making website, a video and having a presentation. This
experience is helping my development that I believe. I appreciate my teacher and friends are helping
and preparing together with me.

